Newspaper Article

Imagine you are a newspaper reporter who has just learned about this program. You want to publish a story in the local newspaper about the power of youth leadership. Write the article using the template below.

Youth leadership works! On (INSERT DATE), the youth group from (STATE YOUR CULMINATING EVENT’S GOAL) blew everyone’s minds through their commitment to (STATE YOUR CULMINATING EVENT’S GOAL). One youth said, “I care about this issue because (DRAW PICTURE AND WRITE A CAPTION).” Another youth said, “We see the symptoms of this problem, which are (DRAW PICTURE AND WRITE A CAPTION) and (DRAW PICTURE AND WRITE A CAPTION), but the root cause of this problem is (DRAW PICTURE AND WRITE A CAPTION). We are out here today in order to (WHAT DO YOUR YOUTH HOPE TO ACHIEVE THROUGH THIS PROJECT).” Over the course of (DURATION OF YOUR PROGRAM), these youth have worked hard to (LIST THE SKILLS AND EXPERIENCES YOU TAUGHT THROUGHOUT YOUR PROGRAM), (LIST THE SKILLS AND EXPERIENCES YOU TAUGHT THROUGHOUT YOUR PROGRAM), and (LIST THE SKILLS AND EXPERIENCES YOU TAUGHT THROUGHOUT YOUR PROGRAM). The program leader confessed that this wasn’t always easy. “Throughout this process, my youth struggled with (WRITE CHALLENGES YOU ANTICIPATE IN YOUR PROGRAM) and (WRITE CHALLENGES YOU ANTICIPATE IN YOUR PROGRAM).” But through this process, I will forever believe that youth have the power to (WRITE A POWERFUL BELIEF YOU HAVE ABOUT YOUTH LEADERSHIP).”